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Getting Better Reception
through the Qu'ran

Dr. Nadia Katrangi hosts
the Seeds of Wisdom Retreat

Greetings! 

Asalaamu 'Alaykum! 

Can you believe that only a few months back, the school halls were quiet? Most Islamic schools will have a few days of
reprieve with Thanksgiving and Winter break right around the corner. What are you planning to do during your
coveted time off? Whether you will be entertaining guests, traveling, or sleeping the exhaustion away, we pray you
enjoy the short break and come back refreshed. 

Find out how ISLA seeks to help Islamic school leaders get some relaxation while engaging in professional development
by learning more about the ISLA Leadership Retreat. Read through additional articles that provide new perspectives
on how to keep your students engaged as the cold weather sets in. Happy reading!
  

Editorial

  

Getting Better Reception Through the Qur'an: 
Seeds of Wisdom Retreat Recap

By Dr. Fawzia Mai Tung

Once again, I entered the workshop, this time a full house 
with a number of out-of-state participants, with the firm 
intention NOT to cry. This time, I will be very objective and 
realistic. I will take notes, I will discuss, I will analyze the 
assigned verses from the Qur'an. I will not keep on raising 
my hand to give some feedback unless it's very impersonal. I 
will be professional. And then it happened, again and 
again. My tears would flow unbidden. 

How does she do it? Dr. Nadia Katrangi is a rather small 
figure wearing glasses and hijab. Her qualifications on the 
other hand are rather big, both professionally as a medical 

doctor and theologically in the sciences of the Qur'an. Her 
voice is rather gentle, though at times hard as steel. She 
does not lecture non-stop throughout the two-day retreat. Rather, she presents briefly, and her assistants take 
turns moderating the discussions and interpretations. Occasionally, the participants are assigned some 
activity. At other times, they watch an illustrative video clip. 

Entitled "What's My Reception?", this retreat on November 4-5 in Phoenix, Arizona studied surahs At-Tariq, al-
A'la, and al-Ghashiyah. Rather familiar ones. Indeed, all the retreats at the Seeds of Wisdom so far were 
focused on the Juzu 'Amma. Then, after delving into the roots of every single word, the participants were 
invited to look retrospectively at their own life and apply the derived meanings onto it. This seemingly very 
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invited to look retrospectively at their own life and apply the derived meanings onto it. This seemingly very 
mundane activity has deeply stirring results.

My only saving grace was that I wasn't the only one choking up or sobbing. Other participants also seemed to 
loosen old emotional knots. At one point, as Dr. Nadia invited us to delve further into the point, one 
participant piped up, "in that case, we shall need more tissue boxes!"

We left the retreat with a new "40-day challenge" invitation, a folder full of notes and a resolve to come 
again.

Dr. Nadia Katrangi will be the Scholar-in-Residence this year at the ISLA Annual Retreat on December 8-10 
in New Braunfels, TX. She will lead the participants through the "Road Map" derived from a study of a few 
surahs from Juzu 'Amma. 

Upcoming Events

 2017 Annual Leadership Retreat

Limited Seats Remain!

 
The Islamic School League of America 

2017 Annual Leadership Retreat 

Reflect. Refocus. Recharge.
December 8-10, 2017

New Braunfels, TX

Registration Cost: (October 16-November 30)
Member Schools: $375/pp  |  Non-Member Schools: $425/pp

*Cost includes registration, lodging and 6 meals

Register Today!

Thank you to our Champion Sponsors: 
 Guidance College, United Islamic Financial, Zaytuna College, and Mashaer Travel!

Trending in Education
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Trending in Education

A Different Approach to Teaching Islamic Studies
By Rasheedah Abdul-Hakeem, Education Consultant, M.S., Education, B.S., Sharia

If you were to conduct a survey asking elementary, middle, and high school students what their favorite subject 

was or what subject they benefitted the most from, what would they most likely say?  How many would say 

Islamic Studies?   

Either one of two scenarios usually applies when teaching Islamic Studies.  Scenario One: The teacher gives a 
lecture and then answers students' questions or poses questions to the students.  Scenario Two: Students read a 
text and then answer comprehension questions.  Perhaps there are slight variations to these scenarios. 
 Unfortunately, these approaches tend not to arouse or maintain student interest nor set the tone for making our 
students lifelong learners.

Why not try a different approach? Why not make Islamic Studies the best-liked subject in school?  Why not make it 
the most efficiently taught subject in school? After all, is it not the most important?

In light of the fact that Islamic Studies is indeed the most important subject in school, alongside the Quran, more 
efforts should be made in designing an approach that will leave an ever-lasting impression on the minds of our 
students and prepare them for the future. 

Below are some suggested innovative activities, often used in other subjects, but can also be used in the Islamic 
Studies classroom as well.

1. Oral presentations: This can be done using PowerPoint after having thoroughly researched an Islamic 
topic.  In preparing for oral presentations, students will become mini experts on their topic.
 

2. Weekly competitions: If students know they will be able to engage in a fun activity at the end of the 
week, related to the information learned during the week, they will be motivated to memorize the 
information covered.  Rewards can be given to the winning team.
 

3. Project-based activities:  Students can investigate a problem and devise a solution. There are many real-
life problems plaguing the Muslim world that students can examine.  This may entail extensive research of 
a topic, conducting interviews and surveys, and mapping out detailed plans for solving such problems. 
 

4. Games: Games such as Charades and Pictionary can be played periodically.  This will serve as a review of 
important Islamic terms and stimulate student interest.  Pictionary, of course, should be played adhering to 
Islamic guidelines (of not drawing features on the face).
 

5. Readers' Workshop: This consists of a one hour block of time in which the focus is on reading.  During this 
time, teachers are afforded an opportunity to differentiate and meet students' needs.  It begins with a 
mini-lesson, which in the case of an Islamic Studies classroom, can focus on discussing a particular problem, 
such as reducing the divorce rate in the Muslim community.  Following the mini-lesson, students read 
independently or read with the teacher in small groups.  The session ends with sharing and discussing what 
students read.  This would be a great chance to talk about probable solutions, if the focus of the workshop 



students read.  This would be a great chance to talk about probable solutions, if the focus of the workshop 
is solving a problem.
 

6. Writers' Workshop: Like readers' workshop, writers' workshop is a method of teaching writing that allows 
the teacher to individualize instruction.  Students are given an hour block of time which commences with a 
mini-lesson and is followed by independent writing time and conferencing 

during the revision stage.  After completing the 
final draft, students share their writing pieces. 
 In an Islamic Studies class, students would be 
given Islamic topics to write about. Using writers' 
workshop in the Islamic Studies classroom would 
give students opportunities to become effective 
writers for dawah purposes, both within the 
Muslim community and outside of it.
 
All of the above activities can be done in pairs or 
groups, as studies show that cooperative learning 
boosts academic achievement.  While it's true 
that such activities require more planning than 
just having students read and answer questions, 

it's worth the investment.  Our children are our future. Worksheets (and 'worksheet-style' methods) have 
been reported to be the least effective mode of learning.  

 
When writing a lesson plan for the Islamic Studies classroom, we should use objectives from the higher levels 
of Bloom's Taxonomy (i.e. creating, evaluating, analyzing).  In doing so, lessons will be formulated that 
will assist our students in becoming critical thinkers.

Source: https://carleton.ca/viceprovost/assessment-of-learning/learning-outcomes/blooms-taxonomy/ 

We are living in a period of time in which we need to put forth much effort in developing and strengthening the 

minds of the youth.  We are being victimized around the world.  The prophecy has come to light.  The Prophet ىلص  

ملسو هیلع  هللا   said, "Nations are about to unite (and call) each other to set upon you, just as diners are invited to a 

plate of food." Only by giving our students opportunities in the classroom which will make them lifelong learners 

and strong world leaders will we be able to end the victimization.  Only then will we be able to return to be the 

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001K5cvCMII-qpHkuls1FLuNXurwGLuiOo7AHiU-Gtwen46Tc-rK8lK4MCbATlY5fY3oPd0tQthJHFHk3Vq9tzfSH7U-KF2c_8UU5WFIT4yj_O1lo6OIN5AaIAA-D0ku_YgVzQBtn0Tb0vKNSglsLFrpzrF3jswIMF1zpEzuQX9Nj57PFDNPgz_lbAYz3SifJisf52xPUvAFRUjLnpmpaeagWTFBhdxSKeJp1xEPYLL13EQ8ItJqkkkuU_290Lf9Vl0-RqoA8tN9ac=&c=&ch=


Joe McTighe, CAPE Executive Director

and strong world leaders will we be able to end the victimization.  Only then will we be able to return to be the 

like the ummah in the past; inventors and contributors to all fields.  With a little effort, we can become a great 

nation again.  Our children, our future.

Conversation with CAPE's Joe McTighe
By Dr. Shaza Khan

ISLA is one of the newest organizations to join the 
board of the Council for American Private 
Education, or CAPE. But what does this mean? 
What benefit does it bring CAPE to have ISLA as a 
member, and perhaps more meaningfully, what 
benefit does ISLA's membership have for Islamic 
schools across the U.S.? 

Executive Director Joe McTighe graciously sat 
down with Fawzia Tung and me for an interview 
to discuss these very questions.

Shaza: Tell me a little bit about when CAPE 

formed and its goals.

Joe: CAPE started in 1971 with a very simple 
premise:"In unity there is strength." 
We believe that the private school community can 
get a lot more accomplished promoting its message 
and ensuring equitable services on Capitol Hill 
when it acts with one voice rather than acting 
separately.

Another one of our goals has always been to 
preserve educational pluralism in the US so that 
parents-- who are the child's primary educators 
and who love and know the child best-- have a 
choice when it comes to the schooling of their 
children and are able to make the best fit 
between the needs of the children, their family's 
beliefs and practices and offerings of the school. 

Currently, CAPE represents about 80% of the private school community in the US. The organizations in CAPE 
hold very different views on the role of the teacher in a school, the nature of the student, and different 
answers on life, like why we are here and where are we going.

We also represent many religious organizations -- from Muslims, Jewish, to Conservative Christian, Protestant, 
Catholic. Further, we also have non-denominational/non-religious organizations that are moreso "pedagogical 
groups", for example the American Montessori Society (AMS) and Waldorf schools. 

From this divergence, we try to form consensus on some issues of shared concern. We try to carve out the issues 
and test the waters and see if consensus exists. Our voting structure is such that any one organization can veto 
the position of CAPE, much like the UN Security Council. It doesn't matter how large or small you are, you 
can veto a position. CAPE never wants to do anything that runs counter to our member organizations' core 
beliefs and values.

Fawzia: What are the biggest concerns that CAPE addresses? 

Joe: CAPE has many concerns that it works on. For example, one of the immediate concerns we have is the 
current tax reform package. In response, we had board members look at the various issues in the tax reform 
package that may be affecting private schools. We did this in an effort to see where consensus exists; what 
does the board feel comfortable with CAPE speaking about [to legislatures]. 



Another concern is the notion of parent choice, promoting the right of parents to educate their children, 
especially low-income parents who do not always have the wherewithal to choose the school they attend. 
Wealthy families already have this choice. But low income and moderate income families don't [always] have 
that ability. So, we seek opportunities for them to expand the ability to direct the education of their children. 

Also, we want to preserve the differences that exist between private schools. In this regard, we work to protect 
private schools against excessive government control [because this erases the differences between them]. We try 
to make sure government doesn't take a heavy hand in this regard. We want schools to be able to fulfill their 
own mission, values, and be true to their own beliefs and who they are, and why they were constituted as 
schools.

And, we are always challenged with ensuring equitable opportunities for private school students to participate 
in appropriate federal programs.

Another concern is the preservation of religious liberty in our schools. There is tension that right now exists 
between sexual freedom in our society (the right to do whatever someone wants to express their sexuality) and 

the right of religious institutions to preserve their deeply held beliefs when it relates to sexual conduct (marital 
status, sexual orientation, or sexual behavior in general). 

Fawzia: How do member organizations view school vouchers as it relates to this discussion of 
government control? Does it increase the government's ability to control private schools?

Joe: We have to be vigilant about government control whether or not there is financial assistance to private 
schools. But when it (the government) implements programs of assistance especially to parents to children of 
private schools (because tax credits or vouchers go to parents, not the school)... Often when they have an 
opportunity to expand benefits to parents, they use it as a way to regulate and control schools. And that's 
with any program of aid (vouchers, tax credits, tuition deductions, education savings accounts, scholarships). 
We have to make sure the conditions that come with that don't interfere with the autonomy of schools. 

Fawzia: Is CAPE able to influence education policy?
Joe: Certainly. Just recently, CAPE schools endorsed a document on school choice that talks about the 
promotion of the right of parents to choose their child's school. This was a unanimous endorsement, as 
mentioned previously. 

Fawzia: I know that as a non-profit organization, CAPE cannot take a specific stance on politics--

Joe: --Well, can I stop you right there? CAPE cannot get involved in election politics at all. However, it can 
advocate for legislation and public policy and can only do that within certain limitations (501C3), but we are 
allowed to advocate.

For example: Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA). This took the place of the No Child Left Behind Act. CAPE 
worked very diligently and steadfastly to ensure the new ESSA had benefits for private schools and students. 
There were changes that had to be made [to the original legislation]. CAPE worked for example to require 
every state to add the requirement for an ombudsman to look out for services to students and teachers in 
private schools to ensure that their services are equitable to them. 

Shaza: What is the benefit of ISLA joining CAPE? 

Joe: We present ourselves as the voice of America's private schools. We are a stronger voice the more 
organizations and the more diverse the representation of the private schools on our organization are. We are 
also a more accurate representation or reflection like this. 

ISLA has added a great deal to the organization, because ISLA's perspective is important and it is a quickly 
growing part of the private school community. In one of our past newsletters, we highlighted the changing 
demographics of the private school community, where we pointed out that Islamic schools are the largest and 
fastest growing sector of the private school community in America.

Shaza: Can you enumerate the top three benefits for ISLA and its constituents in joining CAPE?

Joe: By joining CAPE,

1. ISLA is involved in a forum for networking with other organizations that share common goals and 
purposes. ISLA is thus able to find out in honest conversations around the board table about how they 

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001K5cvCMII-qpHkuls1FLuNXurwGLuiOo7AHiU-Gtwen46Tc-rK8lK4JA_kHXSVysjngb2kxNuoEOGirSbBkK9yDKG0NOcJLiIa28eYoGi6F3SVcUHlEd7RfU8ahP2aeIp0OF64JeVZFx2V8348W1l-ovU-mXnv04_w9yk4bDj9_B3wFHlFMxHOIQfW7UF1I5s&c=&ch=


purposes. ISLA is thus able to find out in honest conversations around the board table about how they 
are dealing with the same challenges that others are dealing with-- i.e. the preservation of religious 
practices and beliefs; or challenges to autonomy; or marketing and how to reach out to community; 
and to communicate to potential families the benefits of education that our schools offer.

2. You have access to the policy making community in the country-- whether it is sit-down sessions with 
the Secretary of Education or others in administration or members of congress.

3. And ISLA has the opportunity to determine the direction that the private school community takes in 
public policy issues. Since each organization has a veto power, they can stop us on taking a stance on 

this or that issue.

Joe: I am excited about the future of CAPE. When I look at where we were fifteen years ago to where we are 
now, we are growing and becoming a stronger voice of America's private schools. That's exciting. 

ISLA Updates

ISLA Voted in as CAPE Member 

In September 2017, Musarrut Jabeen, Principal at Al-Iman School and Board Member of ISLA, represented ISLA at the
annual Council for American Private Education board meeting. There, ISLA was unanimously voted in as its newest
member, joining over twenty other religious and non-religious organizations. 

CAPE works on issues related to "educational pluralism," seeking to maintain educational choices for parents and
students that meet their unique needs. This often involves engagement with government representatives to advocate for
the private school community. ISLA is excited to share a seat at the table in helping inform and decide on important
matters that affect Islamic schools across the country.

Jabeen was also able to attend the meeting of the Office of Non-Public Education (ONPE) and there
she personally advocated with ONPE to identify Islamic Schools on the Private School Survey as a distinguished
category; not to only classify Islamic Schools under the generic heading of Private Schools. If this is achieved, it will
allow Islamic schools to understand and promote our schools' progress more effectively.

ISLA and Austin Peace Academy co-host Indonesian dignitaries

On September 25, ISLA's Interim Executive Director, Dr. Shaza Khan, and Austin Peace Academy's Principal Diana
Abdi and International Relations teacher Ted Hamilton, co-hosted a group of Indonesian educational leaders. 

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001K5cvCMII-qpHkuls1FLuNXurwGLuiOo7AHiU-Gtwen46Tc-rK8lK4JA_kHXSVysjCuP74BX-wv9Jxa0krPePQgy9US0CB5nG8AUC5WgxdGrOiLSyUm0uTOrUvYOv6kDwKmI0l9hw6MfQpWM1w3e-UhS4rlOVhRZYHA0yhEjKTBk=&c=&ch=
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001K5cvCMII-qpHkuls1FLuNXurwGLuiOo7AHiU-Gtwen46Tc-rK8lK4JA_kHXSVysj_Ss17xA8en3UjP3LSDXN09pjH3ma8FIaT0Ec2pdJrfOwlumDh5sdtAQM5G8Nvvn_Wm6vM9NN_3c0S2lztxj2zQQuVmE0gz7E6QYtS4qdUeROBOQLJSnWcbQbNXapaPdsWAaiVhzbW7O-t8VMzSbHL5N3A0oHhUc2UhNJXvSZjUI=&c=&ch=
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001K5cvCMII-qpHkuls1FLuNXurwGLuiOo7AHiU-Gtwen46Tc-rK8lK4JA_kHXSVysj7t6XvYwQkiq_nGb7Z74GteE2x7ya5Uq-skeWlfH7qgj8g1Zfl9P4AlSlZBrktfZ6Z802SP90LuacX5bhpPVw5VfsoqnSMtkNqcatQ0HNLDO9k__Dl4m-C7V17ad2zgX6&c=&ch=


Find valuable data on the NCES website

Abdi and International Relations teacher Ted Hamilton, co-hosted a group of Indonesian educational leaders. 

ISLA was contacted to host the educators as part of the US State Department's International Visitor Leadership
Program. The topic for their visit was "Faith-Based Education." The Indonesian leaders were able to learn more about
curriculum development, textbook selection, and critical issues facing Muslim youth in the U.S. and how Islamic
schools attempt to address those concerns. 

Dr. Seema Imam receives Full Professorship, Re-elected College of
Education Co-Chair

ISLA Board member, Seema Imam, received the distinction of Full Professor
and was re-elected as Co-Chair of the College of Education at National Louis
University. 

On achieving full professor at National Louis University and being twice
elected to Co-Chair of National College of Education at National Louis
University, Dr. Seema Imam says, 

"This is so important to me because we strive in our education lives to
reach the highest professional goals. It is a blessing that I have enjoyed
being part of NLU, a leader in higher education since 1886, leader in the
kindergarten movement, one of the oldest most respected and innovative
schools of education in the country. At all levels, undergraduate to
doctoral degrees, we prepare educators to make a difference in schools,
and in the lives of teachers and students."

Find one of Dr. Imam's videos on the use of technology on this site highlighting NLU faculty's expertise (scroll down a
bit and the right).

ISLA invited to NCES Meeting in Washington, DC

On October 30, 2017, the National Center for Education Statistics invited Dr. Seema Imam to represent ISLA to its
annual meeting. Others in attendance included representatives from the Council of Islamic Schools of North America,
American Association of Christian Schools, Council of American Private Education (CAPE), United States Conference of
Catholic Bishops, Evangelical Lutheran Education Association, The National Association of Independent Schools,
Association of Classical Christian Schools. 

They discussed many items, including the underrepresentation of
Islamic schools in national data on the state of education in the US.
Other key take aways included: Private schools represent about 26%
of schools in America and educate about 9% of US students. They
stressed that any report on education in America is not complete
without knowing about private schools, including Islamic schools. 

National Assessment of Educational Progress, or NAEP, conducts
assessments each year and seeks Islamic school participation.
Information about why participating in these assessments is important
can be found here, including a four-minute video. ISLA has endorsed
NAEP's assessments and has shared a letter with its constituents which
can be read here. 

At the meeting, Dr. Seema Imam advocated for the opportunity to
conduct personal outreach to Islamic schools in an effort to increase
participation in assessments that contribute to the NCES's reports.
These reports are presented to Congress and help inform policy
decisions. She also expressed her desire to see specific data about
Islamic schools highlighted in this data to provide critical insights to
Islamic school leaders on our institutions' strengths and weaknesses.
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News from Around the World

Arabic on the rise in US high schools 

In exploring changes in the classroom since the 9/11 attacks occurred a

decade ago, one notable development is growth in the teaching of Arabic

as a foreign language. To be clear, it's still rare in comparison with most

other languages, but the study of Arabic has been gaining ground in U.S.

schools, in part with federal assistance.

Read more ...

NYTimes looks at Six Myths about Choosing a College Major

Many colleges ask you to choose a major as early as your senior year of
high school, on your admissions application. Yet there's a good chance you'll
change your mind. The Education Department says that about 30 percent
of students switch majors at least once.

Students get plenty of advice about picking a major. It turns out, though,
that most of it is from family and friends, according to a September
Gallup survey.

Read more ...
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Private Schools: Culprits in School Segregation

The District of Columbia's public school system  has garnered praise for
being one of the fastest improving in the country, but it's also known for
being one of the more segregated.

Now, new research from the Albert Shanker Institute that analyzes
segregation of children in D.C. suggests a culprit not typically considered a
major factor: private schools.

"In a very loose sense," researchers said, "D.C.'s private schools serve as the segregation equivalent of a suburb
within the city."

Read more ...

Your Cool Schools!

Tarbiyah Academy's "International Mindedness" on display                     

"International Mindedness" is the ability to see oneself as a responsible member
of the community and a global citizen. It is expressed as an awareness that the
world much larger than the community in which we live. 

Tarbiyah Academy is a new IB candidate school in Maryland where students
are being prepared for 21st century global challenges through a rigorous,
international, Islamic education that encourages respect and understanding of
other perspectives, cultures and languages. 

Principal Rasha El-Haggan is excited about the growth of their school and the
promise of their curriculum. International mindedness is just one of the many
foci of this innovative school. Find out more about Tarbiyah Academy by
clicking here. 

Send Us Your News!

New School? Big Achievement? In the local news? Send us your story and
pictures at info@theisla.org to be highlighted in the next issue. 

We sincerely hope this newsletter will become an important communication tool between you, the Muslim educator,
and ISLA.
  
Sincerely,
  
Editorial Board
Islamic Schools League of America                       

                    
To subscribe to The ISLA News, please Click on the link "Join Our Mailing List" in the left block above.

To subscribe to our Islamic Educators Communication Network, please email info@theisla.org.                 
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